Media Advisory
BEYOND YOUR BACKYARD NOW - NEW EPISODE FEATURES THE GRAND CANYON,
THE BAHAMAS AND KEY LIME PIE DIRECT FROM KEY WEST

NEW YORK, NY, May 27, 2020 -- Beyond Your Backyard has posted the new episode of
Beyond Your Backyard NOW with host Erik the Travel Guy discussing the positive economic
impacts of travel while exploring the vacation ecosystem. Each segment delivers up-to-date
details about the state of travel as well as ideas for planning one’s next trip. Highlights include:
●
●

●

5 Questions With: This week Erik interviews Fearless & Far blogger Mike Corey, a
proponent of the life changing power and magic of travel.
Where To Go: The Bahamas! Erik sits down and speaks with Guy Britton, Managing
Editor of Caribbean Journal. Guy discusses bone and off shore fishing, and the
adventure of visiting the Out Islands, with a trip to the Andros Island.
One Fun Idea: Key Lime Pie. This week, Erik talks all Key Lime with Kermit Carpenter
and shows viewers how to make a proper key lime pie with the owner of Kermit's Key
West Key Lime Pie Shoppe.

“The travel world is quickly adopting to meet the needs of today’s traveler,” commented host
Erik Hastings. “Memorial Day being the unofficial start of the summer travel season and while
this year’s summer vacation will be different than those in years past, we’ll be providing viewers
with options and ideas for their next trip -- whether it be a staycation at home or an outdoor
adventure at a National Park. “
ABOUT THE SHOW:
Beyond Your Backyard NOW is the must watch destination for all things travel, presented in a
positive, informative and entertaining format. Emmy-award winning host Erik The Travel Guy
inspires viewers to plan and safely embark on their next adventure. Each 30 minute episode
reminds viewers that travel is rewarding and vital to a healthy lifestyle. Beyond Your Backyard
NOW is an industry disruptor, breaking today's mold of conventional (and often boring) travel
“infotainment”. During the current pandemic, Beyond Your Backyard NOW (currently available
on YouTube) includes relevant information pertaining to the health crisis and its impact on
travel.
For more information or to schedule an interview with Erik, contact:
Paula Rivera
news@erikthetravelguy.com
201-218-4767

